
 
 
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

QuickFusioTM phase 3 and 4: 
Banding platform and tie-wrap output  

 In-line receptacle  
 

May 2017 - Radiall a global leader in design, development and manufacturing of innovative 

interconnect solutions proudly introduces phase 3 and 4 of the QuickFusio™ series. The tool-less 

miniature connector series for EWIS and cabin interiors now includes: 

QuickFusio™ banding platform and tie-wrap: designed with an integrated mechanical strain relief. 

 Featuring a simplified design with no removable parts, QuickFusio™ banding platform and 
tie-wrap helps to prevent the risk of FOD and offers a secure and simple rear termination. 
With only one part, this new version, available for plugs and receptacles, facilitates stock 
management and ultimately helps to reduce costs. This optimized solution addresses 
aircraft manufacturers’ needs for compactness, weight savings and easy rear wiring. 

 
 
QuickFusio™ In-line receptacle: designed to connect one bundle of cables coming from a main 

harness to a secondary harness. 

 QuickFusio™ In-line receptacle provides great installation flexibility. The optimized low 
profile shape receptacle is fixed on a removable cradle, making installation quicker and 
easier even when space is limited. Due to the unique clip-on mechanism of the cradle, 
customers benefit from even more flexibility as they can mate/un-mate the pairs even 
when the receptacle is still fastened on the secondary harness. With two tie-wraps safely 
maintaining the receptacle and cradle together on the bundle, Radiall provides OEMs with 
a secure and reliable solution. 

 
 
Offering the same competitive cost, simple wiring, compactness and lightweight benefits as the 
QuickFusio™ series, these two new versions perfectly complement the existing range. Mateable with 
all the other shell types, these new versions provide customers with the opportunity to mix and match 
connectors according to their needs. 
 
 
For further information on Radiall’s new range extension of the QuickFusio™ series, please contact a 

Radiall sales representative, Distributor or visit www.radiall.com 

### 

About Radiall 

Radiall is a global manufacturer of leading-edge interconnects solutions. The company offers an 

extensive range of RF coaxial connectors and cable assemblies, coaxial switches, fiber optic and 

microwave components, multipin connectors and more. Radiall has sales offices and subsidiaries 



throughout the world, R&D in the U.S., Europe and China, along with manufacturing facilities 

strategically located in the U.S., Mexico, India, and China. 
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For more information contact 

Europe & Asia 

Radiall SA  
25 Rue Madeleine Vionnet 
93300 Aubervilliers, France 
Tel: +33 (0)1 49 35 35 35 
E-mail:info@radiall.com 

 

North America 

Radiall USA, Inc.  
8950 S. 52nd Street, Suite 401 
Tempe, Arizona 85284 
Sales: 480-682-9400 
E-mail:info@radiall.com 
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